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CHAPTER I 
Purpose and Scope of the Thesis 
This is a study of the extent to which professional people 
in Newton referred clients to the Newton Family Service Bureau 
and the attitudes and underlying reasons which seemed important 
in this situation. 
Introduction : 
During field work training at the Newton Family Service 
Bureau it appeared to the writer that only a small percentage 
of clients were referred by professional people in the commu-
nity. In order to investigate this point a study was made of 
I 
the referral sources of new applicants to the Family Service 
Bureau of Newton, Inc., from January 1, 1953 to December 31, 
I 1953. 
It was found that of the 176 new cases handled by the 
Bureau during 1953, only nine were referred by "professional 
people.'' 
The underlying assumption of this study is that there are 
certain key individuals, chiefly professional people, to whom 
persons in need of aid will turn. It was felt that profes-
sional people, by virtue of their status, should be in a 
,1 position to utilize the agency by referring those selected 
clients whose needs would best be met through family casework. 
The purpose of this study is to find out why such a small 
percentage of clients were referred to the Newton Family 
1 
Service Bureau by professional people. 
It was felt that the following areas relating to a kay 
individual should be investigated: (1) his attitudes, posi-
tive or negative, toward the Family Service Bureau of Newton, 
Inc. (2) whether he used the Family Service Bureau as an 
actual or potential referral source (3) the extent to which 
he is aware of, or uses other community resources (4) his 
perception of the function of the Newton Family Service Bureau 
and the accuracy of this perception. 
The writer felt the attitudes of the professional people 
were of significance to the Family Service Bureau, and that a 
positive correlation exists between the extent to which a key 
individual comprehends the function of the agency and the 
extent to which he utilizes its services. 
It seemed necessary therefore to establish whether or not 
such a correlation , does exist, before accepting the profes-
sional person's attitudes toward the agency as significant. 
Accordingly, an experimental design was developed to test this 
hypothesis. 
The study thus may be divided into two parts: (1) An 
exploratory investigation of the attitudes of professional 
people toward the agency, and (2) an experimental study to 
determine whether a correlation exists between the degree of 
understanding of agency function and extent of referral. 
Methods: 
2 
The prelim1n~ry study of the sources of referral was based 
on intake records. All initial intake interviews of new appli- ! 
cants to the Family Service Bureau of Newton, Inc. during the 
year 1953 were listed and tabulated. Where records indicated 
self-referral; whenever possible, case workers were asked for 
more specific information regarding the original sources of 
referral. 
In order to elicit the attitudes of the key professional 
individuals in the community toward the agency, a question-
naire1 was formulated and sent to all doctors, lawyers and 
ministers practicing in the greater Newton area. Question-
naires were also sent to all Newton Parent-Teacher Association 
presidents, to Newton's outstanding civic and service club 
leaders, and to the Newton Community Chest member social 
service agencies, at the suggestion of the agency's executive 
administrator. 
It would have been valuable to find out directly from the , 
professional people themselves why they were not using the 
agen cy more, and whether, if they understood its function 
better, they might make more referrals. However, it was felt 
that this type of question might put the individuals on the 
defensive, and result in a biased response. For this reason, 
the information was obtained through inference from the indi-
vidual questionnaries. 
1 See Appendix. 
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In order to arrive at an estimate of how accurately and 
realistically each professional individual perceived the 
fun ction of the Newton Family Service Bureau, his answer to the 
question, "Vfuat is your interpretation of the function of the 
Family Service Bureau?" was rated by three independent judges. 
1 Three professi onai! social workers rated the replies on a four -
point scale as follows: 1) No understanding 2) Fair under-
standing 3) Good 4) Excellent. The three independent 
ratings were averaged in order to obtain the final rating for 
each individual. 
The individual's answer to the question "Have you ever 
referred anyone to Family Service Bureau of Newton?" was used 
as the criterion for actual referrals in the past. 
A correlation was then drawn between degree of under-
standing and actual referrals as established by the above 
criterion. 
Limitations: 
The preliminary study of intake indicated that a large . 
percentage of individuals were "self-referred." Because of 
staff changes, it was not possible to determine the referral · 
sources of this group. It seems important to recognize that 
in some cases, the professional individual in the community 
may have called the client's attention to the existence of the 
agency. 
The method of investigation employed in this study was 
4 
principally by means o~ questionnaires. Thus all the advan-
tages and inherent faults in the questionnaire approach are 
applicable. 
Of the 240 questionnaires sent, only 137 were returned. 
The sample thus obtained may not be truly representative. It 
may well exhibit a bias toward more positive attitudes toward 
·· the Family Service Bureau inasmuch as the effort of replying 
and returning a questionnaire requires some interest. 
While a good deal of effort was expended in attempting to 
develop fruitful questions, they nevertheless did not elicit 
attitudes toward the agency as fully as we might have desired. 
The respondents knew the attitudes expressed in the 
questionnaires were to be read by someone associated with the 
I 
I' 
1 Family Service Bureau. Because of this~ it is not certain that 
the replies represent thei r true feelings in all cases. 
The estimate of the professional · person's underst'anding 
of agency function, was based on the ratings by three judges 
of the individual's reply to a specific question. This esti-
mate seemed the best available within the scope of this study. 
More direct ways of estimating understanding would have been 
preferred, such· as a list of true and false questions per-
,, taining to agency function. However, it was felt that this 
• type of approach might have been resented by some of the recip-
ients and consequently~ could not be justified. 
A questionnai re study of this kind should be supplemented 
by an "in-person" interview on at least a sample, in order to 
5 
elicit some of the attitudes not readily brought out by a 
questionnaire . This was not done because of limitations of 
time, and the feeling that this might be inconsistent with 
the student ' s role in the agency . 
6 
CHAPTER II 
Changing Role of the Family Service Bureau 
As far back as the seventeenth century, St. Vincent de 
Paul advocated the giving of consistent and adequate relief to 
people in need. Various societies were established at this 
time in an attempt to understand the causes of poverty and 
alter malsocial conditions. However it was not until 1869 
1 with the founding of the London ' Charity Organization Society 
that a truly cohesive effort was made to understand and alle-
1 viate the suffering of individual families. By uniting the 
efforts of numerous voluntary relief agencies, by preventing 
duplication of work and the indiscriminate giving of alms, 
this movement was able to concentrate on building a fund of 
knowledge relating to the underlying causes of personal and 
I 1 
social maladjustment . 
About ten years after the founding of the London Charity 
Organization Society, the United Stated established its first II 
Charity Organization Society in Buffalo, New York. Because of , 
1 the need for individualized service to families, precipitated 
by the depression of 1873, the Charity Organizations sprouted 
rapidly, and by 1892 there were ninety-two of these societ ies 
in the United States. 2 
Basically, their function was to study the needs of 
impoverished families and help them through counseling and 
1 Francis H. McLean, Organizing ~ Family Agency, p. 5. 
2 Ibid. , P• 4. 
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support, while focusing on the financial problems with their 
related aspects. At first, individualized service to families 
was carried on by volunteers, acting as "friendly visitors." 
These visitors soon recognized maladjustments occurring irre-
spective of conditions resulting from financial need. From 
this recognition grew the conviction that trained professional 
staff members were needed to handl e family problems. Accord-
ingly, in 1898, the New York Charity Organization Society 
sponsored the first professional school of social work i n the 
United States - now known as the New York School of Social 
Work. 
Twelve years later, 
in 1910, a group of 56 agencies interested in pooling 
experiences and stimulating growth of a national welfare 
movement, joined in organizing the temporary Nat3onal 
Association of Societies for Organizing Charity. 
This association is now known as the Family Service Asso-
ciation of America. Currently the membership of the Family 
Service Association of America numbers well over two hundred 
agencies . The membership requirements have been developed 
over the years, leaning heavily on the experience gained in 
dealing with mill ions of families. The basic activity of the 
agency applying for membership must be family case work, i. e. 
skilled counseling with personal, family, parent-child rela-
tionships, help with marital adjustments, financial assistance, 
aid with educational or vocational planning, health needs and 
3 Ibid., p. 5. 
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similar matters. 
Aside from this interest in individuals and families, the 
agencies also aim at preserving and extending normal family 
life on a community basis. Since there are pressures within 
' the ~ommunity which also play a part in the family's welfare, 
agencies participate in movements within the community which 
aim at strengthening the family in general. 
The way of looking at these personal problems has changed 
from a lay to a sociological, to a psychological, to a psychi-
atric approach. The First World War gave impetus to the psy-
chiatric interest of social workers and increased the appli-
cation of psychiatric concepts to casework thinking. The 
social security program of the federal government in the latter
1 
1930's also played an important part in promoting the psychi-
atric approach. 
The taking over by government of responsibility for 
material need, freed the private family service agencies 
not only of a great financial burden but also of the 
mass of detail in the mechanics of relief-giving. It 
allowed them to give much fuller thought to the person-
ality needs of their clients, and to develop the more 
constructive aspects of case~ork, whether or not 
financial help was involved.-
With the removal of the burden of financial aid, private 
: agencies addressed themselves essentially to counseling, con-
cerning themselves with individuals and families who failed to ' 
~n 
make adequate adjustments to various pressures emanating from 
modern living. 
4 Vi8la Paradise, Toward Public Understanding of Case-
~' p. 2 • 
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The Second World War, with the resultant stresses and 
strains created for family living, reintroduced the 
importance of family counseling •••• The need for coun-
seling on the part of many persons who were anticipating 
sudden marriage, who were separated by the fortunes of 
war, who faced anxieties and fears which might have been 
dormant in another period, and who had other problems, 
was everywhere apparent. The fact, too, that the boom 
years of wartime economy made it unnecessary for family 
agencies to receive so many cases involving material need 
also increased the possibilities for a service grimarily 
oriented toward helping people psychologically. 
The historical development and growth of the Family Ser-
vice Bureau of Newton, Inc., clearly reflect the changing 
beliefs, purposes and emphasis in social case work services. 
This agency was established in the year 1889, with the purpose 
,. of forming an organization for charitable work. The original 
objective of the association was to "aid and elevate the poor 
and unfortunate among the inhabitants of Newton. u6 Conse-
quently, during the early years of its existence, this char-
itable organization carried on its work of ninvestigation, 
registration and friendly visiting. n7 
10 
With the · changing emphasis in casework, the Newton Family · 
Service Bureau re-examined its experience , re-appraised its 
' skills, and re-defined its function. 
Thus, the agency's current function and purpose is stated 
as :t'ollows: 
5 Herbert Hewitt Stroup, Social ~' An Introduction 
To ~ Field, p. 92. 
6 Office Manual, Family Service Bureau of Newton, Inc., 
p. 1. 
7 Ibid., p. 1. 
-il'-=--
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The Family Service Bureau is a non-sectarian, Red Feather 
Agency which offers skilled consultation to all residents 
of the City of Newton who are troubled with personal or 
family problems. 
We are striving to strengthen family life; to help indi-
viduals lead a more personally satisfying and socially 
useful life; to work toward the improvement of any 
economic or social conditions unfavorable to healthy 
family living in our community.B 
8 Ibid., P• 3. 
I 
;~ 
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CHAPrER III 
Analysis of Intake of New Applications 
Section I - Sources of Referral 
In the year 1953 there were 305 new applicants requesting 
service at the Newton Family Agency. It is the agency's policy 
to keep no cards on 111) request for housekeeper service with 
no other problem involved 2) advice regarding community re-
sources on casework services in respect to a specific family 
or individual, but with no referral intent.nl Because of this 
policy, statistics had to be compiled on the basis of the 176 
existing cases for which there were cards. 
Table I, page 13, lists the twenty-nine sources of re-
ferral in 1953 and the number of applicants referred by each 
source . 
The largest number of referrals was in the "self" cate-
gory. This group constituted 32.4 per cent of the total. Of 
the fifty-five individuals classified under "self" one stated 
that he had learned about the Newton Family Service Bureau 
from a lecture given by the agency's administrative executive. ' 
Two individuals had sent their problems to Dr. Ames on tele-
vision, who in turn recommended the Family Bureau. One woman 
stated that she had noticed the Family Service Bureau sign on 
the corner, and had come to the agency because of it . Two 
other people had read about the agency in Red Feather liter-
1 Office Manual, Family Service Bureau of Newton, Inc. 
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TABLE I 
SOURCES OF REFERRAL OF NEW APPLICATIONS 
TO THE FAMILY SERVICE BUREAU OF NEWTON, INC. 
Sources 
Individual 
Self 
1 Friend 
Relative 
Employer 
Former client 
Community 
IN THE YEAR 19 53 
Number of 
Applications 
55 
19 
7 
4 
3 
School counseling centers 28 
Social service agencies outside Newton 18 
Social service agencies in Newton 14 
Professional people 9 
1 Hospitals 8 
Department of Public Welfare 7 
' Unlmown 7 
Total Applications 176 
-~......:=------- -
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il 
ature while one individual read of the services offered in a 
pamphlet which the Chamber of Commerce sends routinely to every 
new citizen of Newton. 
The school counseling center, another source of referrals, 
sent twenty-eight clients, totaling 10.7 per cent of the year's 
new applications. Two of the cases in this category were 
referred directly by teachers while one was referred by a 
school principal. In the remaining twenty-five cases, teachers 
brought the problem to the attention of the counseling center, 
which in turn referred the case to the Newton Family Agency. 
Here we see evidence of the public schools working construc-
tively together with the family agency. 
Nineteen referrals were made by friends. Three of the 
cases included in this category were sent to the agency by 
board members, and three referrals were made by former clients. 
Seven of the cases were referred by relatives while employers 
referred four applicants. 
The organized health agencies in the community, which 
include the Visiting Nurse Association, Newton-Wellesley 
Hospital and the Newton Health Department referred fourteen 
individuals, or 7 per cent of the new applications. Six 
clients were referred through Newton-Wellesley Hospital, five 
by the Visiting Nurse Association and one individual was 
referred through Newton's Health Pepartment. 
There were two clients referred by health agencies outside 
14 
the community: one individual from the Murphy Ar.my Hospital, 
and one through the Middlesex Sanitorium. 
Five applicants were referred through social service 
agencies as follows : Lowell Family Service Bureau; Boston 
Children's Friend Society; Wellesley Friendly Aid and 
Wellesl ey Human Relations Clinic. 
The Department of Public Welfare made six referrals and 
The United Community Service of Metropolitan Boston also 
referred six clients. These two sources referred 7 per cent 
of the new applications . 
The organized social agencies outside the Newton community 
, referred 4.1 per cent of the total applicants. In another 
4.1 per cent of the cases, the referral sources were unknown. 
Professional people referred 5 .3 per cent of the new 
applicants during 1953. Seven individuals were referred by 
ministers and two by doctors . 
15 
Section II - Nature of Problems 
The problems given casework consideration at the Family 
Service Bureau of Newton in 1953 were analyzed . This was done 
in an 'effort to determine whether the problems handled by the 
agency were the type that might come to the attention of the 
professional person in the community. 
The number and proportio~ of cases given casework service 
in relation to the twelve problem categories are shown in 
Table II, page 17 . 
The problems in order of frequency are: family relation-
' ships, personality adjustment and economic difficulties. The 
" problems of family relationships predominated. Seventy-four 
applicants were listed in this category, constituting 33 per 
cent of the cases . Forty-nine of these involved marital 
difficulties, twenty-four were problems of parent-child rela-
tionships, and one related to unmarried parenthood. 
Individual personality adjustment problems ranked second, 
with thirty-nine cases, comprising 17.4 per cent of the 
problems . This category is defined as: 
personal difficulties of neurotic origin, as well as -
emotional instability or immaturity which manifests 
itself on a fairly consistent basis in inability to 
make the usual social adjustments, and inner :.conflicts _2 which constitute a problem disturbing to the individual . 
It may be noted from Table II, page 17, that these prob-
lems most often concerned children, with twenty cases involving 
2 f'New Statistical Card in Operation," Highlights, 10: 
pp . 75-78, May, 1949. 
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TABLE II 
DISTRIBUTI ON OF PROBLEMS GI VEN CASEYIJORK 
CONSIDERATION IN FAMILY SERVI CE BUREAU 
OF NEWTON , INC., I N 1953~~ . 
Cases 
Problem Number 
Family relationships 74 
Marital difficulty 47 
Parent-child relations 24 
Unmarried parenthood 1 
Other 2 
Economi c 37 
Individual personality adjustment 39 
Child 20 
Adolescent 6 
Adult 13 
Physical illness or handicap 15 
Planning substitute care of 
children 11 
Employment 8 
Hou si ng 16 
Mental illnes s 5 
.. Diagnosed 3 
Suspected 2 
Education or vocational adjustment 2 
Old age 6 
Intellectual retardation 6 
Diagnosed 3 
Suspected 3 
Recreation 5 
Total 224 
Per Cent 
33 . 0 
16.5 
·17.4 
6.7 
5 . 0 
3 . 6 
7.1 
2 . 2 
. 9 
2 . 7 
2 . 7 
2 . 2 
100 . 0 
* In this chart the problem areas indicated by the intake 
workers were used . Thus one individual , if he presented 
several problems, was listed under more than one heading . 
17 
18 
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services. Casework service was given in relation to thirteen 
personality problems in adults, and to six personality problems 
in adolescence. 
There were thirty-seven economic problems, defined as 
those having to do with earning a living and supporting ones elf 
or one's dependents. This category comprised 16.5 per cent of 
the problems, and included problems of indebtedness, budgeting, 
insufficient income and need for financial aid. 
The need for substitute parental care, such as foster 
home or institutional placement, homemaker or day care service 
constituted 4.9 per cen t of the problems reported. This data 
is based on intake records and thus may be considered the 
presenting problems. 
Phys ical illness or handicaps constituted 6.7 per cent of 
the cas es. 
Mental illness made up 2.2 per cent, with three of these 
cases diagnosed mental illness, and two suspected mental 
'· illness. 
Intellectual retardation represented 2.7 per cent of the 
problems, with three diagnosed, and three suspected cases. 
The presenting problem of employment made up 3.6 per cent, l 
wi t h educational or vocational adjustment needs comprising an 
additional .9 per cent. Housing needs, to which caseworkers 
gave attention in sixteen cases, comprised 7.1 per cent of the 
total. Five people, or 2.2 per cent of the total, requested 
information regarding recreational resources in the community. 
CHAPrER IV 
A Study of Professional People's Attitudes 
Toward the Newton Family Service Bureau 
As Determined by Questionnaires 
- ··- =tr=· 
Ot the 176 new cases accepted by the Newton Family Service 
'' Bureau in 1953, only seven clients were referred by ministers, 
and two by doctors. The question was raised as to why such a 
small percentage of clients were referred to the bureau by 
these professional groups. Was this low percentage of refer-
rals due to the pro.fessional person's ignorance of the agency's 
, function? What was the professional person 's attitude toward 
the agency? Did these key individuals think the Family Service ,' 
Bureau was important to the community? Had they utilized 
· community resources at any time, and if they had, were there 
specific reasons why they chose to refer people elsewhere? 
\~ere did they send individuals with family problems? 
In an attempt to answer these questions, a questionnaire 
was formulated and sent to the doctors, lawyers, ministers, 
social service agencies, parent-teacher association presidents 
1 and eighteen outstanding clubs in the greater Newton area. 
The questions asked were: "Have you ever referred anyone , 
to the Family Service Bureau of Newton? What is your inter-
pretation of the function of the Family Service Bureau of 
Newton? Suppose you know an individual with a marital problem, ! 
serious parent-child conflict, or personality adjustment 
problem; where, outside the family,would you suggest that this , 
19 
20 
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individual go for help? How important do you think it is for 
Newton to have this institution?•' 
A total of 240 questionnaires were sent to the profes-
sional people in the Newton community. Questionnaires were 
sent to 113 doctors and 28 lawyers, constituting the total 
number practicing in the greater Newton area . There are forty-
eight churches in Newton, including Baptist, Christian Science, 
Congregational, Jewish, Lutheran, Methodist, Presbyterian, 
Roman Catholic, Swedenborgian and Unitarian . Questionnaires 
were sent to the r eligious leaders of each church. Question-
naires were sent to the respective presidents of the twenty-
two Newton parent-teacher associations . Questionnaires were 
sent to twelve of the thirtee·n Newton Community Chest member 
agencies as follows : The Community Chest ; Community Council; 
Girl Scouts; Nutrition Center; Visiting Nurse Association; 
Newt.on-Wellesley Hospital; Young Men ' s Christian Association; 
Norumbega Council , Inc .; Boy Scouts of America ; Rebecca 
Pomroy House; St . Vincent de Paul Society; Stone Institute; 
Newton Home for Aged People and the West Newton Community 
Centre, Inc . The All Newton Music School was omitted from this 
category because of its remote relation to the social welfare 
of the community. Questionnaires were sent to the leaders of 
eighteen outstanding clubs in the greater Newton area, selected 
by the executive administrator of the Newton Family Service 
·Bureau. Included in this group are the following: Chamber of 
Commerce; League of Women Voters; Tuberculosis and Health 
--- ---====·====-
1 Association; Newton Circle, Inc.; Junior Chamber of Commerce; 
Kiwanis; Lions; Rotary; Zonta; and the Women's Clubs of 
1 Auburndale, Newton Centre, Newton Upper Falla, Newtonville, 
, Oak Hill, Waban, Newton Highlands and West Newton. 
A total of 137 questionnaires were returned. There were 
sixty-eight questionnaires returned by the physicians, twenty-
six by the ministers and eighteen by lawyers. Eleven responses 
were received from the parent-teacher associations, eight from · 
outstanding clubs, and six from the member social service 
agencies. 
All four queries on the questionnaires were answered by 
the 137 individuals who responded, with the exception of five 
doctors and two leaders of ~utstanding clubs who failed to 
define the function of the Family Service Bureau as requested 
in question number two on the questionnaire. ll 
j Table III, page 22, is a break-down of the individuals to 
11 whom questionnaires were sent, and percentage of replies in 
terms of the professional groups. 
:I 
I 
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TABLE III 
ANALYSIS OF REPLIES FROM PROFESSIONALS 
Professional Number Number Per Cent 
Group .Sent Received Answered 
Lawyers 28 18 64 
Doctors 112 68 62 
Ministers 48 26 52 
P . T. A. 22 11 50 
Social service agencies 12 6 50 
Outstanding clubs 18 8 44 
Total 240 137 
Section I - Questionnaire Re sponse 
In each professional group, the number of questionnaires 
returned was tabulated against the number sent out, and 
percentages e stimated accordingly . It was felt that the 
percentage of replies although limited in its scope may be 
used as one indication of the professional person's attitude 
toward the Family Service Bureau. 
Results, in Table IV, page 24, indicate that the lawyers 
and doctors had the highest percentage of replies, with 64 and 
62 per cent respectively answering the questionnaire. Fifty-
two per cent of the ministers replied, while answers were 
received from 50 per cent of the parent-teacher association~ 
and 44 per cent from the outstanding clubs in the Newton area. 
It appears significant that only 50 per cent (six out of 
twelve) of the social agencies to whom questionnaires were 
sent , responded. Their relative lack of interest seems to 
indicate a need for further inter-agency understanding. 
., 
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TABLE IV 
PERCENTAGE OF INDIVIIlJALS IN EACH GROUP 
WHO HAVE REFERRED , CLIENTS TO THE AGENCTc-
Professional Number of' Number 
Group Replies Referring 
Social service agencies 6 6 
Ministers 26 14 
Outstanding clubs 8 3 
Doctors 68 13 
Lawyers 18 3 
Parent-teacher associations 11 0 
Tota l 137 39 
Percentage 
Referring 
100 
54 
38 
19 
17 
0 
* The preliminary study of intake records which deter-
mined referral sources of new applicants, covered the calendar 
' year 1953. It was, therefore, during this time span that the 
nine cas~ were referred by professional individuals. In the 
questionnaire, the respondent was asked whether he had ever 
referred anyone to the Family Service Bureau. The statistics 
in Table IV are based on the questionnaire responses. This 
explains the discrepancy between the thirty-nine referring 
individuals in Table IV, and the nine professional people 
referring clients during the calendar year 1953. 
24 
Section II - Referrals to Agency 
Table IV, page 24, shows that 100 per cent of the social 
service agencies in the community had referred clients to the 
Family Service Bureau at some time. Statistics further show 
that 54 per cent of the ministers had referred individuals, 
while 38 per cent of the leaders of outstanding clubs in the 
community had referred clients. Nineteen per cent of the 
doctors had referred individuals, 17 per cent of the lawyers, 
and there had been no referrals from the parent-teacher 
, associations. 
25 
Section III - Potential Referral Resources 
In order to determine the potential referral resources 
of the professional person , the questionnaire asked where he 
would send an individual with a marital, parent-child or 
personality adjustment problem. The replies , based on this 
question, have been listed and tabulated in Table v, page 29 . 
Results indicate that t he parent-teacher associations, 
outstanding clubs and social service agencies, demonstrate 
very similar patterns in their choice of s ources f or referral. 
In all three groups, the greatest number of individuals listed 
the Family Service Bureau as chief source to which they would 
refer t he psycho-social problems mentioned in the question-
naire. The church or clergyman was the second major choice. 
The parent-teacher associations and outstanding clubs enu-
merated only five res ources for referral , while the soci al 
service agencies listed six, indicating a narrow range in all 
three groups. 
The lawyers also indicated the Family Service Bureau as 
a major s ource for re f erral, with church or clergyman as 
second choice . Seven potential referral resources are enu-
merated, four of which are mentioned exclusively in this 
group; i.e. Red Cross, private attorney, Legal Aid Society 
and Veterans Administration . 
Of the twenty-six ministers who replied to the question-
naire , sixteen indicated they would refer people to the . 
Family Service Bureau •. As seen in Table V, page 29, fourte en 
26 
have referred clients to the agency in the past. The three 
main sources for possible referral by this group are : Family 
Service Bureau, church or clergyman, or psychiatrist. It is 
important to note that ten ministers would use the Boston 
University Counseling Center. Only two doctors indicated this 
source, while it was not mentioned by the other groups. The 
fact that such a large percentage of ministers would use this 
resource as compared to the other groups seems significant. We 
are aware that the Boston University Counseling Center is an 
integral part of the School of Theology, thus affording a 
greater opportunity for this group to become acquainted with 
its service. This seems to point to a correlation between the 
extent to which the key individual understands the function of 
an agency, and the extent to which he utilizes its services. 
Results indicate that the doctor's range of potential 
sourcesfor referral is the widest. Eighteen physicians out of 
sixty-eight stated they would refer cases to the Family Service 
Bureau, and of these eighteen, thirteen actually have referred 
individuals. The referral resource listed most frequently by 
this group is the psychiatric clinic. The Family Service 
Bureau, church or clergyman and psychiatrist are considered 
equally as second choice. Some of the clinics enumerated are 
as follows: Massachusetts Mental Health Clinic, Judge Baker 
Guidance Center, Thom and Southard Clinics, Wellesley Human 
Relations Clinic, the clinics at the Massachusetts General and 
Children's Hospitals. 
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It is interesting to note that thirteen physicians state 
they would send an individual to his own family doctor for help 
with his social problems. This seems to imply that a rela-
tively large percentage of doctors are assuming the role of 
the counselor. It is also interesting to note that 20 per 
cent of the total number of individuals in the five other 
professional groups who replied to the questionnaire, also 
recognized the family physician in this role. 
The major inference that can be drawn from these statis-
tics is the medical profession's wide acceptance of psychi-
atric clinics and psychiatrists as counseling resources for 
psycho-social problems. 
---= -----=- - -
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Section IV - Comments by Professional Groups 
Regarding the Newton Family Service Bureau 
,_ -- -
I Many of the professional people wrote additional comments ' 
regarding the agency on the questionnaires, and an attempt has 11 
been made to categorize these in order to determine the pre-
vailing opinions. 
Of the six who replied to the questionnaire, three 
service agencies wrote additional comments. One stated 
I 
I 
social j 
that a 1 
more widespread understanding of the agency's proper function 
would lead to better use of the agency's facilities. Another 
suggested that we should emphasize the fact that this service 
is for those who are able to pay for it, as well as for those 
who cannot. Another comment, from a source identified as a 
health agency, suggested that "ease workers should consider 
accepting a referral by contacting the family in their 
This agency further stated that "some apparently needy 
have received no help because family members could not 
home." 
inembers J 
be I, 
persuaded to go to the Family Service Bureau office - ·espe- I 
e~ally in eases that need psychotherapy or relief from 
anxiety states." 
Three presidents of parent-teacher associations indicated 
they felt the Family Service Bureau offered a fine service, 
and commented further that they did not believe the bureau was 
as well known as it should be. All felt that additional 
information would be helpful to the community, while two 
specifically requested Family Service pamphlets. 
---=t!=== 
Two leaders of outstanding clubs commented positively, 
and also mentioned that "more people should know that it i s 
not only financial aid which is available, but also expe-
ri enced counseling in family problems." 
I 
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Three lawyers commented positively, one stating "I believ~ 
they (Family Service Bureau) contribute something to the 
general welfare of the city." Another added "the bureau on 
the few occasions that I have called them, has been very 
helpful and cooperative." 
Thirteen ministers made additi onal comments on their 
questionnaires, offering diverse suggestions and opinions as 
follows: "The Bureau has been of tremendous help to me in my 
work and has shown excellent results." "The Family Service 
Bureau is an extremely important agency, and in a position to 
do tremendous service of rehabilitation, for it can render 
valuable service which the church cannot as effectively.'' "I 
think the Family Service Bureau of Newton is serving a real 
and important purpose. As a professional person myself, I 
have appreciated both a maximum of cooperation and a minimum 
II 
II 
II 
II 
of red tape. 11 "There are many families outside the church who 11 
can only find help through such an agency as the Family Service 
Bureau. 11 ''There are times when we just can 1 t meet problems -
then it is a help to know we can rely on a staff of trained 
workers." 11 I think one very important function of the Family 
Service Bureau is to get folk ready to accept more radical 
help by way of counseling or psychiatric help." Among the 
=~r 
I 
I 
other ministers commenting, one stated "The Family Service 
I 
I 
~ 
Bureau is here to aid, not to replace the clergy and other II . 
professional people." Another thought it was "probably useful li 
to other groups.'' A third stated "My experience has been that 11 
II 
the Bureau is tangled up with red tape and unable to move as 
swiftly as occasion demands. This is particularly true in 
trying to help elderly people." Still another commented, "I 
confess that should a person need counseling or psychiatric 
help, I would refer the person to the Boston University Coun-
seling Service maintained by the Boston University School of 
Theology. Not that I depreciate the counseling service of the I 
Family Service Bureau, but I have intimate knowledge of the 
above agency and know personally some of the people leading 
them." Two ministers suggested that a greater awareness of 
the Family Agency's services among the citizens would increase 
the bureau's value. 
Six doctors also emphasized this point, specifically 
requesting more information about the agency's services. Two 
comments were of special interest in terms of future public 
relations programming. One doctor commented, "there are so 
many hospitals and clinics available with good psychiatric 
departments that I am not sure but this is a duplication of 
services. 11 The other one stated, "I would presume it would 
be a very valuable service if the personnel was adequate, well I 
li trained and properly chosen and qualified. 11 
Two areas of concern are expressed here, i.e. the services! 
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of the Family Service Bureau as separate and distinct from a I 
I 
hospital clinic, and the professional training of the social 
worker. 
Section V - Function of Agency as Understood 
by Professional Groups 
In order to ascertain each individual's understanding of 
the function of the agency, the question was asked, "What is 
your interpretation of the functi on of the Family Service 
Bureau?" Because this is a subjectfve evaluation, three 
II 
II 
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professional social workers were used as judges. These judges l 
read each answer and rated the replies on a four-point scale I 
as follows: 1) No understanding 2) Fair 3) Good 4) Excellent . ! 
It was felt that this method of rating would most accurately 
assess the professional person's understanding of the function !!. 
of the agency . The rating of the three judges was tabulated, 
averaged fo r each questionnaire, and class i fied accor ding to 
professional groups. 
Results, as stated in Table VI, page 35, indicate that 
the social service agencies appear to have the best compre-
hension of the function of the Family Service Bureau. Five, 
or 83 per cent of this group, indicated a good knowledge of 
the bureau's services . It is interesting to note that the 
only social service agency which demonstrated an excellent 
understanding of the bureau was the Newton-Wellesley Hospital . 
It is this hospital which referred six clients to the agency 
during the year 1953. 
I 
1 Many individuals identified themselves, although the . I 
questionnaire asked only that the receiver check the profes-
sional group in which he belonged. 
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TABLE VI II 
I! 
ID-TDERSTANDING OF AGFMCY FUNCTION II 
II 
Professional Number of Poor Fair Good Excellent I 
Group Replies I 
Doctors 68 36 20 12 0 
Ministers 26 7 7 10 2 
Lawyers 18 8 6 3 1 
Parent-teacher ll 1 5 4 1 
associations 
Outstanding clubs 8 3 1 4 0 
Social service 
agencies 6 0 1 4 1 
Total 137 55 40 37 5 
~ -- --~- - =---=--=-== 
The outstanding clubs and parent-teacher associations 
indicated a similar degree of understanding . Four, or 50 
per cent of those replying from the former, and five, or 
46 per cent from the latter, demonstrated a 
of the agency's function. 
good comprehension !i 
., 
Of the twenty-six ministers who answered the question-
naire, tw~lve, or 46 per cent, gave evidence of good under-
standing of the bureau . Twenty-seven per cent, or seven, of 
the ministers indi cated no understanding of the agency ' s 
function which appears to be a large figure for this group. 
Four , or 28 per cent , of the lawyers indicated a good 
underst anding of the services of the bureau . 
Twelve, or 18 per cent , of the doctors who replied to 
the questionnaire demonstrat ed a good understanding of the 
function of the agency. Of the remaining physicians not in 
this category, 29 per cent , or twenty , indicat ed a fair 
comprehension, while 53 per cen t (36) demonstrated poor under-
standing of t he function of the agency . 
Of the total 137 individuals responding to the question-
nairas, forty-two, or 31 per cent , demonstrated an excellent 
or good comprehension of the agency ' s services . This varied 
from 83 per cent of the social service agencies to 18 per cent 
II 
'I 
of the doctors. Fifty per cent of the leaders of outstanding Jj 
clubs, 46 per cent of the ministers, 45 per cent of the 
parent-teacher associat i ons, and 22 per cent of the lawyers 
indicated an excellent or good understanding of the function 
I! 
,, 
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of the Family Service Bureau. 
!I 
:I 
II 
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II 
I 
Thirty-nine, or 28 per cent, of the total number replying 1' 
II 
revealed a fair understanding. Fifty-five individuals, or 
I! 
40 per cent, indicated a poor comprehension of the function of II 
the Family Service Bureau. 
The doctoris understanding of agency services is decidedl~ 
poorer than that of the ministers. It may be noted that there 1' 
are five religious leaders and no doctors on the board of 
directors of the Family Service Bureau of Newton. This may 
have some interesting implications in terms of the signifi-
cance of the character of the agency's board of directors . 
The high percentage of professional people who have a 
poor understanding of the agency 's function is , indeed, very 
significant. Fifty-three per cent of the doctors, 44 per cent 
of the lawyers, 27 per cent of the ministers, and 38 per cent 
of the leaders of outstanding clubs have indicated a poor 
comprehension of the family bureau 's services . We have asked, 
why haven ' t more key people in the community referred clients 
to the Family Service Bureau? 
The answer is, in part, because they do not understand 
the agency 's function. 
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Section VI - Value of Agency to Community 
One of the questions posed in the questionnaire was: 
How important do you think it is for Newton to have this insti-
tution? The recipient was asked to check one of the following: 
1 very important, important, not so important, don't know. 
The answers were tabulated and listed in Table VII, page 
39. 
The high percentage of individuals stating they thought 
the institution was important to the community seems quite 
remarkable, especially when compared to the relatively small 
percentage who truly understood the agency's services . 2 
Ninety-one per cent of the social service agencies indi-
cated that they felt the Newton Family Service Bureau was im-
portant to the community, as did 81 per cent of the ministers, 
75 per cent of the outstanding clubs, 62 per cent of the 
doctors and lawyers, and 45 pe r cent of the parent-teacher 
associations. 
On checking the questionnaires, it was f ound that most of 
those individuals indicating a comprehension of agency func-
tion did, in fact, feel it was an important ins titution . 
Table VII seems to indicate that the consensus of opinion 
supports the institution, with or without full understanding 
2 We must consider the fact that the individual an-
swering the questionnaire is aware that the Newton Family 
Service Bureau is the recipient of said questionnaire, and 
thus might be inclined to express a more positive attitude 
because of this. 
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TABLE VI I 
VALUE OF AGENCY TO COM1ITnliTY 
Professional Very Imp. Not So Don 't No Totals 
Groups Imp. Imp. Know Comment 
Doctors 32 10 3 15 8 68 
Ministers 18 3 1 2 2 26 
Social serv . 
agencies 6 0 0 0 0 6 
Lawyers 6 5 2 5 0 18 
Parent - t eacher 
associations 5 5 0 1 11 
I Outstanding 
clubs 4 2 0 2 0 8 
Total 71 25 6 24 11 137 
-=r-=-
of the services. This may suggest that the causes for the low 
referrals were other than those stated above. Again we return 
to our previous conclusion: the key professional people in 
the community have not referred clients to the Family Service 
Bureau because they do not understand the agency's function. 
The fifty-five questionnaires rated as having poor 
understanding of the agency's function were further analyzed 
in an effort to determine the nature and areas of the lack of 
understanding. 
Of the thirty-six doctors rated as having poor under-
standing of the Family Service Bureau 's function, nineteen 
physicians indicated they were not familiar with the function 
of the agency. Three doctors stated they had never heard of 
the agency, three replied with a question-mark, and five did 
not answer the question at all. The remaining six answered 
the question with the following comments: 
"very necessary," and "helping group." 
II 
very," "excellent ," 
Of the seven ministers rated as having poor understanding 
of the function of the agency, four indicated they felt the 
agency's services were for the poor and needy, while three 
stated they were not acquainted with the bureau's services. 
Two of the leaders of the outstanding clubs in Newton did : 
not answer the question regarding the function of the agency, 
and one individual saw the function as exclusively financial. 
Seven lawyers were scored as having poor understanding 
of the agency's services. Five of these attorneys had not 
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heard of the bureau, and two did n·ot answer the question. 
It was felt that an analysis of the nature and areas of 
• the lack of understanding would be important from the point of 
view of later conclusions and recommendations. However, 
because of the vagueness of the responses, it was not possible 
to determine the nature and areas of the misconceptions. 
Thi s, then , would point to an area for future research. 
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Section VII - Referrals by Professional People 
Understanding Agency Service 
In the previous analysis we have suggested that the low 
percentage of referrals related directly to the lack of under-
standing regarding the agency's services . The question now 
arises - is this a valid assumption? Did the individuals who 
' understood the agency's services refer clients? Was there a 
higher percentage of referrals from those individuals with 
knowledge of the bureau's function? 
I n order to answer this , the questionnaires were cate-
gorized into three groups: good, fair, and poor understanding 
of agency function. The number of referring individuals in 
each group was then tabulated and charted in Table VIII, page 
43. 
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TABLE VII I 
NUMBER OF REFERRALS TO AGENCY 
AS CORRELATED Wrl1H UNDERSTANDING 
Total Number Referring With 
Professional Number Good Fair Poor 
Groups Referring Understanding 
Ministers 14 9 4 1 
Doctors 13 9 3 1 
Social service 
agencies 6 5 1 0 
Lawyers 3 2 1 0 
Outstanding 
clubs 3 2 1 0 
Total 39 27 10 2 
--!~==""= 
Results, as indicated on Table IX, page 45, show that, of 
the 137 questionnaires received , 42 were rated as understanding 
agency function; while 94 showed no, or only a fair, under-
standing of the bureau's services. 
Sixty-four per cent of the individuals who were rated as 
understanding the agency's function referred clients . Only 
13 per cent of the individuals who displayed only fair or no 
understanding of agency function referred clients to the 
Family Service Bureau. 
These findings indicate that a correlation exists between 
the degree of understanding of agency function and extent of 
referral . 
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TABLE IX 
RELATION B...~WEEN UNDERSTANDING OF 
AGENCY FUNCTION .AND REFERRAL RATE 
Per Lack of Per 
Understanding Cent Understanding Cent 
Total 42 100 95 100 
Referring 27 64 12 13 
Not referring 15 36 83 87 
CHAPTER V 
Summary and Conclusions 
A preliminary study of intake records was undertaken in 
order to determine the referral sources of new applicants to 
the Newton Family Service Bureau during the calendar year 1953. 
This analysis demonstrated two ma jor points. First - a very 
high percentage of referrals in the "self-referred" category. 
Second - a low percentage of individuals referred by the key 
professional people in the community. The question was raised 
, as to why so few professional people referred clients to the 
agency. In an attempt to answer this, a questionnaire was 
formulated and sent to doctors, lawyers, ministers, social 
service agencies, parent-teacher associations, and outstanding 
clubs in the greater Newton area. The questionnaire was 
composed so as to elicit the professional individual's atti-
tudes toward the agency, his use and understanding of agency 
function, and the extent to which he is aware of, or uses other 
community resources. 
In evaluating the questionnaires, five indexes were 
selected which were thought to be related to the professional 
group's attitudes toward the Family Service Bureau, i.e. 
percentage of respondents of a given professional group; the 
percentage of each professional group who had referred clients 
to the agency; and the percentage of each group who considered 
the agency important to the community. Also considered were 
the comments by the various individuals in each group regarding 
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' the agency, and the percentage of each group who understood 
the bureau's function. 
It was found that of those replying, the t wo groups 
indicating the most positive attitude toward the Family Service 
Bureau were the ministers and social service agencies . A 
better understanding of the bureau' s function was also demon-
strated in these groups. 
A low percentage of doctors and lawyers comprehended the 
bureau 's services and a low percentage in both groups referred 
clients to the agency. 
It was felt that the significance of the Family Service 
Bureau as a referral source may depend, to some extent, on the 
respondent ' s acquaintance with other community resources. 
Consequently, the other community resources utilized by the 
various professional people were analyzed. Results indicated 
that the psychiatric clinic and private psychiatrist together 
constituted by far the largest potential referral resource. 
The inference that can be drawn from these statistics is the 
broad acceptance of these traditional and exclus ively psychi-
atrically oriented resources. 
The significance of the Family Service Bureau as a referral 
source also depends largely on the nature of the ·problems which 
might come to the attention of the respondent. It was not 
possible to make a statistical study of this but the writer 
felt it would be worthwhile to include opinions formed from 
personal communication and personal discussion with members of 
• 
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the various professions . From this, it seemed that the min-
isters had the widest scope inasmuch as they might on occasion 
be consulted on any and all problems presented in this section. 
The same might be true f or the physician, to a somewhat lesser 
degree . However, it appears that for the community at large, 
the professional people do not represent the usual source of 
advice in certain areas. Thus, it appears that the profes-
sional individual is consulted only rarely in the problems 
listed as economic , housing, employment, education and voca-
tional guidance, recreation , substitute care of children, and 
old age , which together represent approximately 40 per cent of 
the total referrals to the Family Service Bureau during 1953. 
Analysis of the questionnaires demonstrated that, despite 
the professional persons ' indications of a positive at titude 
toward the agency , only 30 per cent of the responde~ts had a 
good comprehension of the bureau's services . This lack of 
understanding regarding the -function of the Family Service 
Bureau was furthe r substantiated by the direct comments of a 
large number of the respondents. 
It appears that while the agency ' s attempts at educat i ng 
the publ ic have had a f air measure of success , its ability to 
reach and convince the key professi onal groups in the com-
munity has been somewhat limited. In itself this would seem 
unfortunate but not necessarily of crucial importance to the 
agency's efforts in serving the community. However, this 
study has demonstrated that a correlation exists between the 
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understanding of the bureau's services, and the actual inci-
dence of referral. Thus, 64 per cent of the forty-seven indi-
viduals who were rated as understanding the agency's function, 
referred clients. Of the remaining ninety-four individuals 
who displayed only fair or no understanding of agency function, 
only 13 per cent referred clients to the Family Service Bureau. 
Because of the professional person's important position as 
a vital link between agency and prospective client, means might 
be developed by which these key groups can be made more aware 
of the function of the Family Service Bureau. 
One step in this direction is the following letter. . This 
letter was written by the agency's executive director and sent 
to all the practicing physicians in the greater Newton area. 
As a result of a recent questionnaire, many doctors 
have said they would like to know more about this agency's 
services. I am, therefore, enclosing one of our pamphlets 
in hopes it may be helpful to you . 
I am convinced that if Newton physicians were more 
fully aware of the various services our professional staff, 
of ~p~ychiatrically oriented caseworkers are equipped to 
offer - they would find the bureau extremely helpful in 
dealing with the difficult individual and family problems 
that every doctor inevitably meets in some of his patients. 
May I add that I would be very glad to talk with you 
by phone or in person concerning any further aspects of 
this agency's work that might interest you. 
The purpose of this study was to find out why such a 
small percentage of clients were referred to the Family Service 
Bureau by professional people. Three reasons for this have 
emerged from this study: 
1. It seems from the writer 's observation that approx-
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imately 40 per cent of the type problems which the Family 
Service Bureau is equipped to handle rarely comes to the 
a ttention of the professional person in his role as a helping 
individual . 
2. A large percentage of professional people utilize the 
church, clergyman , private psychiatrist, physician, and 
psychiatric clinic as traditional sources of help for the 
individual in trouble. 
3. Many of the professional people (approximately 73 per 
cent) do not clearly understand the function of the Family 
Service Bureau. 
It is recommended, therefore, that future public inter-
pretation of the function of the Family Service Bureau might 
point out more precisely the type of services available, and 
the nature of the problems which it is best equipped to handle •. · 
A:pproved: 
~~(~0~ I 
Dean 
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APPENDIX 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
SC~OOL OF SOCIAL WORk 
LIBRARY 
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Questionnaire: 
1. Have you ever referred anyone to Family Service Bureau of 
Newton? 
2 . What is your interpretation of the function of the Family 
Service Bureau? 
3. Suppose you know an individual with a marital problem, 
serious parent-child conflict, or personality adjustment 
problem. Where, outside of the family, would you suggest 
that this individual go for help? 
4 . How important do you think it is for Newton to have this 
institution? 
Very important ____________ _ 
Important __ ~--~----------Not so important __________ _ 
Don't know 
-----------------
Additional comments: 
Reply from: 
Doctor Minist_e_r ______ __ 
Lawyer ________ __ 
-- __..__- -- --
- - - -- --· -
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I sincerely hope that you will be willing to answer the enclosed 
questionnaire . Your opinion and point of view will contribute 
to the success of the Masters study I am making at the Newton 
Family Service Bureau. 
Various aspects of referrals to the Family Service Agency are 
being studied. We are interested in finding out whether or not 
you have any knowledge of the Newton Family Service Bureau and 
how you interpret the Agency ' s function. We are writing to 
you, since you as an active professional person in the com-
munity would be in a position to have this information. 
We shall appreciate greatly your cooperation and any help you 
may be able to give us. 
Very truly yours, 
Jeanne Barkan 
---------·--
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